The new attachment of NEOCLEAN-E3 is available now!

Just like the new attachment of NEOCLEAN-E1 that has become popular, the attachment of NEOCLEAN-E3 also has been improved to make it easy to use.

Now, we offer the samples of the NEOCLEAN-E3 new attachment. Please ask it to our sales representatives. The new attachment will be shipped sequentially after late August.

※ The improved attachments of NEOCLEAN-2 and NEOCLEAN-EZ are being considered.

【NEOCLEAN-E3】
The color of the new attachment is blue (old type: white)
Compatible connectors: SC, FC, ST, #2000 (PC/APC)
Number of cleanings: Over 750 times

Due to the rotation during cleaning, the string for preventing the attachment from falling often became wrapped around the cleaner body.
Now, the operability gets better by making the string fixing part rotate with the new cap
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